Remote Breaker Racking Device (RBRD)
Siemens Type WL Breakers

Siemens is pleased to announce the introduction of the WL Remote Breaker Racking Device (RBRD).

The Siemens RBRD provides maintenance personnel the ability to safely rack Siemens Type WL breakers into the Connect, Test and Disconnect positions from up to 30 feet away from the breaker. This allows the operator to be outside the arc flash boundary and thereby providing additional personnel protection. With the operator outside the arc flash boundary, the PPE requirements are also reduced.

The RBRD unit can be utilized on any Frame Size 2 or Frame Size 3 drawout WL breaker. The RBRD can also be used with the Frame Size 3 fuse carriage. The use of breaker door mounting brackets reduces installation time and effort. The RBRD unit slides into retaining slots on the door mounting brackets and are secured in place with retaining pins.

The RBRD has integral torque overload sensing that prevents damage to the breaker racking mechanism. The RBRD always racks the breaker to the Disconnect position first; then proceeds to the user selected position. The user doesn’t have to pre-determine the breaker position prior to the RBRD operation. The user simply installs the RBRD device in the RBRD mounting brackets, selects the desired Position Selector Switch setting on the Remote Pendant and presses the green Start Button. When the selected breaker position is reached, the appropriate Remote Pendant position indicator will illuminate continuously.

Retrofit Solution – Retrofitting existing low voltage switchgear and switchboards with the RBRD unit is easily accomplished. RBRD mounting brackets can be ordered and installed in the field. Each breaker requires two mounting brackets that mount on each side of the breaker cutout using a mounting template supplied as part of the retrofit kit.
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The information provided in this brochure contains merely general descriptions or characteristics of performance which in case of actual use do not always apply as described or which may change as a result of further development of the products. An obligation to provide the respective characteristics shall only exist if expressly agreed in the terms of contract.

All product designations may be trademarks or product names of Siemens AG or supplier companies whose use by third parties for their own purposes could violate the rights of the owners.